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Delhi is land of myth and legends  among the several  cultures and histories.Delhi is the capital city
of India which attracts  thousands of travelers from India and  across the world. Delhi is the heart of
the nation which gives a chance to spread its culture , engrossing tradition, bouncy festivals,
distinguished monuments, substantial  history. The risible urban sprawl  is famous for its arts,
sculptures, folk dances,  delicious Indian cuisine and famous shopping markets.

Enchanting Delhi well comes its guests from all over the world for business as well as leisure
travelers.Here we going to discuss the about the hotels in Delhi that is well suited to a guests
requirement.According to their impressive hospitality and an abundance of comforts , the luxury
hotels of Delhi same as the international higher standards. These luxury hotels in Delhi are
sponsored by politicians, many celebrities and dignitaries, they offer a great pampering to match the
status and life style of  prestigious patronage. Delhi hotels provide a wide range collection of hotels
like from luxury hotels to budget hotel  to every kind of visitors requirement.Luxury hotels in Delhi
includes Delhi five star  Deluxe hotel, Five star hotel and four star hotel. These hotels are center of
luxury and  comfortable accommodation.The hotels are decorated with all modern and trendy 
facilities to make feel the guest  extreme satisfaction.These hotels are famous for incomparable
hospitality and immaculate services  which are commendable.These luxurious hotels are globally
famed  and appreciated for their  traditional  Indian hospitality and modern inclination.The Budget
hotels  are the far celebrated 3 stat hotels which gives luxury and comfort with an affordable price.

Hotel Le Meridien Delhi: This luxury five star hotel of Delhi is situated in the middle of the city that is
8, Windsor Place, New Delhi.This hotel greets its guests with warm and unlimited hospitality. This is
the main center point of Business center, commercial and shopping hub so it will be easiest to travel
any parts of Delhi.Le Meridien New Delhi is a symbol of traditional splendor and hospitality with a
sweetness of 457 rooms.The hotel allows for Mini bar, Mini Refrigerator,Individually controlled Air
conditioned rooms, phone with voice mail and countless adeptnesses.It has the restaurant that
supplies multiple flavours of delicious cuisines like Indian,Chinese,Continental,Italian etc and bar
that offers 24*7  service facilities.The Lalit also have the Spa which can be Ayurvedic,Aroma,Herbal
and natural therapies, Beauty saloon,Gymnasium,swimming pool and many more facilities to their
guests.It is 23km away from the IGI airport  and 23km away from railway station.
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Carol Wilson - About Author:
Author now completely to stay in India just because of its most valuable peace destinations and she
is traveling plan for a Hotels in Delhi and share the unexpected view about luxury destinations of
india.He gives advices for world's people stay in Luxury Hotels in India with cheapest prices
specially in a Le Meridien New Delhi.
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